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Proposition 65 is Only the Harbinger of Things to Come in
California: Green Chemistry Initiative Is On the Horizon in
2013

Chris Amantea, Los Angeles

A sage lawyer, once opined…

“Kermit the Frog seems to have had it right when he warbled his catchy little tune lamenting the
perils of being green; although he might soon be singing a new ditty called ‘Is that red, I’m seeing?’”
That quote aptly describes what many out-of-state national or multinational companies may
experience when confronted with California's array of unique and more stringent environmental laws.
Often times, out-of-California companies are caught off-guard when they discover that they
inadvertently have been violating a California environmental law that either is unique to the state or
more stringent than the federal equivalent enforced in virtually every other state. There are several
California traps for the unwary or unaware, but the two most prominent environmental laws often
cited as problematic are: (1) the Safe Drinking Water & Toxic Enforcement Act (commonly known as
Proposition 65) and (2) the upcoming Safer Consumer Product Regulations (Green Chemistry
Initiative) – which, if adopted, will have significant and costly implications for the regulated community.
These laws, because they are unique to California, have a disproportionate impact on out-of-state
national or multinational companies with business in California.

Proposition 65 Casts a Wide Net

Proposition 65 is one of the most far-reaching statutes in the nation for addressing the presence of
chemicals in myriad products ranging from flame-broiled hamburgers to cosmetic bags (and
everything in between).

Under Proposition 65 – which was adopted by California voters in 1986 – companies that
manufacture, sell or distribute products in California containing one or more chemicals on the so-
called Proposition 65 List may be required to provide a warning to consumers and others that the
products contain a chemical known to the state of California to cause cancer, birth defects or
reproductive harm.

The list of chemicals regulated under Proposition 65 has grown to include more than 850 substances,
including some items that you would not expect to see on the List, such as Chinese-style salted fish,
aspirin, and many ingredients that are found in common household and office products, toys, jewelry,
food and herbal health supplements. Further, the Act’s provisions allow private individuals to bring
actions against alleged violators on behalf of the general public. This so called “bounty hunter”
provision has spawned an entire industry of private plaintiffs who are constantly searching for any
products that may be in violation, and who employ aggressive tactics in pursuing enforcement
actions under the statute. In many cases, these citizen enforcers often demand that companies
reformulate their product(s) to remove the chemicals all together or, at a minimum, severely curtail
the concentrations of the chemical(s) in the products.
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Accordingly, companies doing business in California have learned to take steps to evaluate all
potential exposures to Proposition 65 chemicals in their products or in environmental releases (e.g.,
through a manufacturing process that occurs in California). Compliance can be achieved either by
demonstrating that there is no actionable exposure or by providing a compliant warning.

California's Green Chemistry Initiative May Cause Some Companies To See Red

However, a new initiative is on the horizon with the potential for even more significant implications
than Proposition 65. In September 2008, California’s Green Chemistry Initiative became law. Since
then, California EPA’s Department of Toxic Substances Control (DTSC), which is charged with
implementing the law, has been on a roller coaster in its efforts to adopt regulations that both industry
stakeholders and environmental groups find acceptable. No easy task. On July 27, 2012, DTSC
released its most recent proposed Safer Consumer Products (SCP) regulations for public notice and
comment. These regulations are expected to be finalized in Spring 2013.

The SCP regulations – if adopted as presently drafted – will have a major impact on virtually all
companies manufacturing, selling or distributing consumer products in California, regardless of
where they are manufactured or produced. “Consumer product” is broadly defined to include (with a
few exceptions for certain types of products already regulated) “a product or part of the product that
is used, brought, or leased for use by a person for any purposes.”

The goal of the California regulations is, ultimately, to either cause the reformulation of products that
are designated as “priority products” or ban their sale, manufacture, import or distribution in California.
In its press release announcing the draft SCP regulations, DTSC said, “[t]he proposal requires
manufacturers to seek alternative ingredients in widely used products, offering California industry the
opportunity to lead the way in producing safer versions of goods already in demand around the
world...[i]f an alternative is not feasible, DTSC will identify the steps the manufacturer must take to
ensure the product is safely used, disposed of, or phased out.”

The four-step SCP implementation process proposed by DTSC is expensive, time consuming and
cumbersome – especially for companies with a wide variety of products or many stock-keeping units.
Further, one of the most significant issues facing the myriad companies that will be impacted by the
SCP regulations is how the proposed SCP regulations will interface with the many other state,
federal and international laws that have been implemented over the years to address chemicals in
consumer products, such as Proposition 65, REACH, the Consumer Product Safety Improvement
Act, the Toxic Substances Control Act and the Toxics in Packaging Act, to name a few.

District Court Decision Casts Doubt on Planned Revisions to
US EPA’s Municipal Stormwater Regulatory Program

David W. Burchmore, Cleveland

A recent decision from the US District Court for the Eastern District of Virginia found that the Clean
Water Act (CWA) does not authorize US EPA to regulate stormwater volume, or “flow,” as a
surrogate measure for individual pollutants such as sediment contained in municipal stormwater
runoff.

1
The decision may cause difficulties for US EPA’s planned revisions to its municipal

stormwater regulatory program, which have been expected to focus on reducing stormwater pollution
from areas of new development and redevelopment by setting restrictions for pollutants via a
surrogate measure such as runoff volume or impervious surface area.

In April of 2011, US EPA established a Total Maximum Daily Load (TMDL) for a small tributary of the
Potomac River located in Fairfax County, Virginia, which limited the allowable rate of stormwater

1 Virginia Department of Transportation v. U.S. EPA, Case No. 1:12-CV-775 (E.D. Va., January 3, 2013).
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runoff in the watershed to 681.8 cubic feet per acre-day. The TMDL was designed to regulate the
amount of sediment entering the creek, because US EPA believed that sediment was the primary
cause of impairment to the biological community in the creek. The Fairfax County Board of
Supervisors and the Virginia Department of Transportation challenged US EPA’s action on the basis
that US EPA did not have the statutory authority to regulate flow as a “surrogate” for the actual
pollutant – sediment – that was causing the water quality impairment.

2

However, in its January 3, 2013 decision, the District Court held that “stormwater runoff is not a
pollutant, so US EPA is not authorized to regulate it via a TMDL.” The court also noted that, although
US EPA had previously issued thousands of TMDLs for sediment nationwide, it had tried the novel
approach of regulating “flow” in only four instances – all of which were challenged in court. This
decision marks the first time a federal court has squarely addressed US EPA’s attempt to regulate
stormwater volume directly under the CWA.

When US EPA developed its original “Phase I” municipal stormwater regulations in 1990, it included
a requirement for large cities to develop controls to reduce the discharge of pollutants from storm
sewers that receive discharges from areas of new development and redevelopment. The “Phase II”
regulations promulgated in 1999 required smaller cities to develop similar programs for new
development or redevelopment projects covering one acre or more. In “guidance,” US EPA
suggested that such programs should “attempt to maintain pre-development runoff conditions” and
“minimize impervious surfaces,” but the rule itself did not dictate any specific requirements, and the
preamble recognized that “land use planning is within the authority of local governments.”

In 2006, however, US EPA asked the National Research Council (NRC) to conduct a comprehensive
review of its stormwater program. The final 2008 NRC Report found that the conversion of land to
urban and suburban use and resulting alterations in stormwater flows had profoundly degraded
water quality and habitat in urban streams. The report suggested that, although the CWA ostensibly
regulates only the discharge of “pollutants,” using increases in flow in urban watersheds as a “proxy”
seems a “reasonable interpretation of the statute.” Drawing upon the recommendations in the NRC
Report, US EPA announced its intention to move forward with a nationwide rulemaking to address
stormwater discharges from new development and redevelopment, stating that it planned to take
“final action” on the new requirements no later than November 2012.

3

US EPA’s plans to change the focus of its municipal stormwater regulatory program drew extensive
comments from the regulated community, many of which expressed concern about US EPA’s
attempt to enact regulations that are not based on actual pollutant discharges, but on “surrogates.”
They pointed out that recent court decisions had made it clear that US EPA only has the authority to
regulate “actual” discharges of pollutants from point sources, and not “potential” discharges.

4
US

EPA itself encountered difficulty in preparing a meaningful estimate of the costs and benefits of its
anticipated regulatory changes. Given these difficulties, the agency was forced to extend its deadline
for issuing the proposed and final regulations several times, with the proposed rule now expected by
June 10, 2013 and final action by December 10, 2014.

5

Nevertheless, the potential impact of the new regulations is already clear in the municipal stormwater
permit issued to the District of Columbia by EPA Region 3 on September 30, 2011. Touted as being
a model for other cities, the permit requires the District to ensure that all new development projects
larger than 5,000 square feet will achieve on-site retention of 1.2 inches of rain from a 24-hour storm,

2 Squire Sanders (US) LLP represented the National Association of Clean Water Agencies, the National Association of
Flood and Stormwater Management Agencies, and the American Public Works Association as amici curiae in support of
the Plaintiffs’ successful Motion for Judgment on the Pleadings.
3 “Agency Information Collection Activities; Proposed Collection; Comment Request; Stormwater Management Including
Discharges From Newly Developed and Redeveloped Sites,” 74 Fed. Reg. 56191 (October 30, 2009).
4 Waterkeeper Alliance et al. v. US EPA, 399 F.3d 486 (2nd Cir. 2005) (holding that US EPA can only require permits for
“actual” as opposed to “potential” discharges to waters of the United States).
5 See http://cfpub.epa.gov/npdes/stormwater/rulemaking.cfm.

http://cfpub.epa.gov/npdes/stormwater/rulemaking.cfm
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and to establish a program to “retrofit” 18 million square feet (413 acres) of existing impervious
surfaces over the five-year permit term (including 1.5 million square feet located in transportation
rights of way). “Retrofit” is defined as improvement in a previously developed area that results in
reduced stormwater discharge volumes and pollutant loads.

Similarly, US EPA’s new agenda was reflected in an informal guidance memorandum released in
November 2010, which suggested that when state and federal permitting authorities are developing
TMDLs and Wasteload Allocations (WLAs) for stormwater sources, “it may be suitable to establish a
numeric target for a surrogate pollutant parameter, such as stormwater flow volume or impervious
cover, that would be expected to attain water quality standards.”

6
The memorandum also stated that,

because it is “difficult” to identify a specific pollutant (or pollutants) causing water quality impairments,
using a surrogate parameter in developing WLAs for waters impaired by stormwater sources may be
an “appropriate approach” for restoring such waterbodies.

7

The District Court’s decision, however, throws the legal authority for this entire regulatory approach
into doubt. US EPA currently projects that its final rule will include some form of retention-based
performance standard to reduce pollutant loads from the increased volume and velocity of
stormwater discharges at newly developed and redeveloped sites, and that it may also include
requirements for retrofiting of existing impervious surfaces. This opinion, however, forcefully states
that US EPA may not regulate something over which it has no statutorily granted power
(nonpollutants) as a “proxy” for something over which it is granted power (pollutants). Since the CWA
prohibits only “the discharge of a pollutant,” and requires municipal stormwater permits “to reduce the
discharge of pollutants,” US EPA’s plans to establish nationwide standards for reductions in
stormwater flow or impervious surface area are certain to be challenged in the courts. It remains to
be seen if US EPA will seek appellate review of this decision or attempt to find another legal rationale
for its new regulatory program.

US EPA Rejects NRDC Petition to Set New Nutrient Level
Standards for POTWs

Emily Seidman, Cleveland

In 2007, the Natural Resources Defense Council (NRDC) and 10 other environmental non-
governmental organizations (together, the Environmental NGOs) petitioned US EPA to establish
nationally applicable technology-based secondary treatment standards for publically owned
treatment works (POTWs) to control nitrogen and phosphorous.

8
After sitting on it for more than five

years, US EPA recently denied the Environmental NGOs’ petition on December 14, 2012.
9

In its response, US EPA declined to set such nutrient limits for POTWs because it would require
POTWs to incur significant expenses, estimated at tens of billions of dollars nationally, yet would not
provide a clear benefit to water quality. In addition, technological difficulties such as land constraints
would prevent many POTWs from upgrading their existing treatment systems or installing more

6 November 12, 2010 memorandum from James A. Hanlon and Denise Keehner re “Revisions to the November 22, 2002
Memorandum ‘Establishing total Maximum Daily Load (TMDL) Wasteload Allocations (WLAs) for Storm Water Sources
and NPDES Permit Requirements Based on Those WLAs.’”
7 The issuance of this informal regulatory “guidance” without prior notice or stakeholder input drew immediate and
widespread protests from the regulated community. US EPA agreed to take public comments and to decide by August 15,
2012, whether it would retain the memo without change, reissue it with revisions, or withdraw it, but as of this writing it has
not been released for public review.

1 See Petition for Rulemaking Under the Clean Water Act, Secondary Treatment Standards for Nutrient Removal (Nov.
27, 2007), available at http://switchboard.nrdc.org/blogs/aalexander/11-27-
07%20Petition%20re%20secondary%20treatment%20requirements%20%283%29.pdf (last visited Jan. 18, 2013).
2 Letter from Michael H. Shapiro (U.S. EPA) to Ann Alexander (Natural Resources Defense Council) (Dec. 14, 2012),
available at http://www.epa.gov/npdes/pubs/ow_shapiro_nrdcpetition.pdf (last visited Jan. 18, 2013).

http://switchboard.nrdc.org/blogs/aalexander/11-27-07%20Petition%20re%20secondary%20treatment%20requirements%20%283%29.pdf
http://www.epa.gov/npdes/pubs/ow_shapiro_nrdcpetition.pdf
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advanced systems. Finally, the Agency also found that there is high variability in what each POTW
could achieve at its specific location, which presents a significant challenge to the development of a
uniform national rule with a single set of requirements.

Although rejecting universal limitations, US EPA did agree to consider the Environmental NGOs’
concerns on a case-by-case basis through individual permits. POTWs vary significantly as to size,
control technology (including whether a retrofit or a replacement would be necessary), availability
and cost of land for any potential facility expansion, whether combined stormwater systems are
present, nutrient discharge levels, the amount of treatment chemicals needed and the resulting water
quality. Therefore, the agency determined that individual permitting will be the most effective avenue
for establishing nutrient discharge limitations and will allow US EPA to better tailor limitations to each
POTW.

Additionally, not all POTWs contribute equally to the water quality of a region. For example, a study
performed jointly by the US EPA, the Chesapeake Bay states and the District of Columbia found that
only 420 out of approximately 3,720 POTWs in the region are responsible for the vast majority of
POTW nutrient loading in the Chesapeake Bay. Given the significant variability between POTWs, the
agency concluded that it should address nutrient control through secondary control technology on a
case-by-case basis.

Owing to US EPA’s position, we expect to see permitting agencies (i.e., the states) consider
introducing additional limitations on POTWs as permits are renewed. Factors evaluated in the
imposition of these limits may include the economic and logistical feasibility of installing secondary
treatment technology and the POTW’s contribution to the nutrient loadings in the applicable
watershed. Thus, as permits come up for renewal, it will be important for POTWs to be prepared to
address more stringent limitations or control technology upgrades that the permitting agency may
seek to impose. Additionally, POTWs should expect that Environmental NGOs will raise their
concerns during the permitting process given US EPA’s response on the petition. Environmental
NGOs will likely comment on draft permits and seek to have POTWs install secondary control
technology and be subject to more stringent nutrient limitations as part of this process.

Ohio v. Shelly Holding Company: A Roadmap for Minimizing
Civil Penalties

Gary L. Pasheilich, Columbus

On December 6, 2012, the Ohio Supreme Court issued its decision in State ex rel. Ohio Atty. Gen. v.
Shelly Holding Co., Slip Opinion No. 2012-Ohio-5700 (Dec. 6, 2012), which addressed the duration
of a violation in the event of a failed “stack test” used to determine the compliance of an air emission
unit. While a relatively common place event, few courts have actually reached the question. Thus,
while an Ohio case, the Shelly decision offers practical insight for industries nationwide on how they
can lessen the economic impact of such a violation.

Shelly operated several hot-mix asphalt plants that were permitted by Ohio EPA. Each permit
established air emissions limits for the various pollutants, as well as key testing requirements for
demonstrating compliance with the limits. Shelly conducted testing that exceeded the allowable
emission limits. Eventually, the state sought enforcement that resulted in lengthy litigation, in part,
over what the duration of violation should be for a non-compliant stack test. Shelly argued a “normal
operations” defense strategy, whereby Shelly acknowledged a violation on the day of the stack test,
but also claimed that since the test was conducted at maximum capacity the testing did not reflect
the normal operations of the source.

1
As a result, Shelly reasoned the failed test constituted only a

1 The testing requirements established an “applicable compliance method,” requiring that emissions testing “shall be
conducted while the emissions unit is operating at or near its maximum capacity.”
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single day of violation for purposes of calculating a civil penalty.

Although the trial court agreed with Shelly, the Court of Appeals and Ohio Supreme Court both
disagreed. The high court reasoned that “it would be illogical to conclude that without some change
in the conditions or circumstances that produced the failed stack test, continuous compliance with
the permit terms had been achieved.” The court concluded that where it is shown that a permit holder
failed to pass the stack test, a prima facie showing is also made that the violation is likely to continue.
The burden of proof then shifts to the permit holder to show that either continuous compliance has
been achieved, or that some change in conditions has occurred to cause the violation not to be
continuing.

The court’s language explaining changed conditions is instructive and provides several suggestions
for cutting off the duration of a violation. The court stated that Shelly could have mitigated its
penalties by offering rebuttal evidence showing days of nonoperation or subsequent modifications to
a facility. The court offered that the evidence could include “evidence from continuous emission
monitoring systems, expert testimony, and bypassing and control equipment malfunction … ” The
court cited potential evidence that could be utilized such as that “the operating conditions
documented during the stack testing no longer existed, that mechanical failures were repaired, that
raw materials and fuels were changed, or that Shelly scheduled retests.”

Companies that receive failed stack test results should consider the Shelly decision carefully.
Documenting any changes to operations and materials associated with a source following a stack
test may prove to be beneficial if enforcement is later taken. Although the regulatory agency may
disagree whether, for instance, a change in fuels or equipment repair constitutes a change in
condition, it may offer protection when reviewed in court. Such action could mean the difference
between paying for a single day of violation versus potentially staggering penalties for longer periods
of non-compliance.

US EPA Expands Enforcement Guidance To Protect More
“Bona Fide” Tenants Under CERCLA

Katy M. Franz, Cleveland

On December 5, 2012, US EPA issued revised guidance under the Comprehensive Environmental
Response, Compensation, and Liability Act (CERCLA) that expands protections for tenants that
might otherwise be held liable for cleanup and remediation costs at leased properties. This guidance

2

replaces US EPA’s prior 2009 guidance.

When Congress amended CERCLA with the Superfund Amendments and Reauthorization Act
(SARA), it attempted to alleviate the “brownfields” problem resulting from CERCLA’s strict liability
scheme by including a provision to protect “bona fide prospective purchaser(s)” (BFPPs) that
acquired ownership of contaminated property after January 11, 2002.

3
A BFPP is defined as a

“person (or tenant of a person)” that meets certain pre- and post-closing requirements.
4
The BFPP

criteria are met if the person: (1) does not dispose of hazardous substances on the property; (2)
conducts “all appropriate inquiry” into prior ownership and uses of the property; (3) makes all legally
required notices; (4) takes responsible steps regarding releases; (5) cooperates; (6) complies with
institutional controls and land use restrictions; (7) complies with administrative subpoenas and
information requests; and (8) is not potentially liable for response costs or affiliated with a person

2 “Revised Enforcement Guidance Regarding the Treatment of Tenants Under the CERCLA Bona Fide Prospective
Purchaser Provision.”
3 See 42 USC §9607(r)(1).
4 42 USC §9601(40).
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who is liable for response costs at the facility.
5

The statutory language provides only derivative BFPP
protection to tenants, which means that tenants are only protected so long as the owners maintain
their BFPP status. In most cases, the continued BFPP status of the owner is out of the tenant’s
control, leaving the tenant vulnerable to future enforcement.

US EPA attempted to rectify this unfair result with its 2009 guidance, which established a policy of
non-enforcement against: (1) tenants with sufficient “indicia of ownership” to be treated as owners;
and (2) tenants of BFPP owners that subsequently lost their BFPP status. Under this guidance,
tenants with sufficient “indicia of ownership” were protected from enforcement so long as the tenants
independently satisfied all of the BFPP requirements, including AAI. A tenant without indicia of
ownership could also remain protected from enforcement by meeting all the BFPP requirements
except AAI, but only if the owner was a BFPP that subsequently lost BFPP status. The 2009
guidance provided no protection for tenants without indicia of ownership whose owners never
qualified as BFPPs.

US EPA’s new 2012 guidance attempts to close this gap by eliminating the distinction between
tenants with sufficient “indicia of ownership” and those without. Under the new guidance, US EPA
may treat any tenant with a non-BFPP owner as a BFPP if the tenant independently satisfies all the
BFPP requirements, including conducting AAI. This policy applies regardless of whether the tenant
has sufficient “indicia of ownership.”

6
US EPA is maintaining its policy for tenants whose owners lose

BFPP status through no fault of the tenant, and continues to treat these tenants as BFPPs if the
tenant satisfies all of the BFPP requirements except AAI. US EPA has also clarified that it will not
treat the lease agreement as creating a prohibited “affiliation” between the tenant and a liable party.
So long as the tenant satisfies the appropriate BFPP requirements, US EPA’s policy of non-
enforcement will apply.

US EPA’s new guidance allows prospective tenants to take action to protect themselves from
potential enforcement, rather than relying on the owner to maintain BFPP status. Although this is a
positive development for prospective tenants with regard to US EPA enforcement, this is a policy
only and does not provide a statutory defense to tenants whose owners do not currently have BFPP
status. US EPA may still choose to enforce against a tenant if it determines that enforcement is
warranted in a particular case, and this policy does not protect tenants from private parties or states
that share joint and several liability. Additional state requirements for BFPP status may also apply
that are not addressed by this guidance. Thus, although US EPA’s new guidance lessens the
enforcement risk for tenants, it does not remove risk entirely. For this reason, due diligence on the
part of the tenant continues to be of paramount importance prior to entering any lease agreement.

5 See id. §9601(40)(A)-(H).
6 Tenant Enforcement Guidance at 4.
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